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PÉTER EKLER: ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MOBILE RELATED SOCIAL NETWORKS

I. Preliminaries and Objectives
In the last decade the internet technologies developed rapidly. As reasons of this growth
new type of solutions and applications have appeared. One of the most popular solutions is the
social network sites (SNS). In [43] social network sites were defined as web‐based services
that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi‐public profile within a bounded system,
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection and (3) view and traverse
their list of connections and those made by others within the system. The structure of such
social networks can be described simply with a graph: G SNS = (U U , E UU ) ,

EUU  (uU ,u'U ) : uU ,u'U  UU ,uU  u'U , where U is the set of members of the

system and E is the set of edges representing relationships between members. The nature and
nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site. The basic idea behind such
networks is that users can manage personal relationships online on the web user interface.
According to this definition, the first recognizable social network site, SixDegrees.com was
launched in 1997.
As the functions of the SNSs flared, the number of users increased rapidly. Handling the
extending number of users efficiently in SNSs is a key issue as it was visible in case of
Friendster. Friendster was launched in 2002 as a social complement to Ryze. It was designed to
help friends‐of‐friends to meet. As Friendster's popularity surged, the site encountered
technical and social difficulties. Friendster's servers and databases were ill‐equipped to handle
its rapid growth, and the site faltered regularly, frustrating users who replaced email with
Friendster.
Since their introduction, social network sites such as Facebook, Myspace and LinkedIn
have attracted millions of users, many of whom have integrated these sites into their daily
practices and they even visit them multiple times a day. These sites become an environment,
created by the people who are using it. Some of these popular online social networks are
among the top twenty visited websites on the Internet [44]. Facebook was launched in early
2004. Nowadays, according to new statistics [45], Facebook has more than 500 million active
users, 50% of the active users log on to Facebook in any given day, more than 35 million users
update their status each day and an average user spends more than 55 minutes per day on
Facebook. These examples show that popular social networks can have a huge growth which
has to be considered during the design of any SNS.
Facebook statistics also show that there are more than 65 million active users currently
accessing Facebook through their mobile devices. People that use Facebook on their mobile
devices are almost 50% more active on Facebook than non-mobile users. The increasing
capabilities of mobile devices allow them to participate in social network applications. The
oncoming between mobile devices and social networks can also be observed from the new
Android 2.0 and Maemo mobile platforms. Other solutions are mainly focusing on photo and
video upload capabilities and accessing the social network site by the mobile web browser.
During my research, first I have given a formal model for connecting mobile devices and
social networks. In [46] the authors used the phonebook of mobile phones for a socially
relevant search. They found that search engines generally lack the trust and level of
personalization needed for recommendation systems to answer searches like: „I need a reliable
plumber close to my house”. In order to achieve personalization, social relevance and an
acceptable level of privacy, the search database itself needs to be personalized. One possible
dimension of personalization is the social neighborhood of the searcher. In particular,
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phonebook links represent a readily available infrastructure for such search. They have
demonstrated their concept via a novel search engine algorithm for social networks that
operates on S60 smartphones and uses SMS messages to communicate.
We should consider the fact, that the phonebook of the mobile device also describes
social relationships of its owner. Discovering additional relations in social networks is
beneficial for sharing personal data or other content. Given a solution that allows us to upload
as well as download our phonebook contacts to and from the social networking application, we
can completely keep our contacts synchronized so that we can see all of our contacts on the
mobile phone as well as on the web interface. In addition to that, if the system detects that
some of my private contacts in the phonebook is similar to another registered member of the
social network (i.e. may identify the same person), it can discover and suggest social
relationships automatically. Similarities accepted by user are called identities. Following we
refer to this networks as a mobile related social network (MSNS). As there are other similar
solutions, it is important to examine their behavior. Discovering and handling such similarities
in these social networks is a key issue. If a member changes some of her or his detail, it should
be propagated in every phonebook to which she or he is related, after considering privacy
settings. In addition to that, with the help of detected similarities the system can keep the
phonebooks always up-to-date with information provided by our acquaintances. Mobile related
social networks however raise interesting research problems. First for their operation they
require an efficient similarity detecting and handling algorithm, which enables to detect
possible relations between members of the network and phonebook contacts. As a side effect,
such algorithm can be used also for detecting duplications in phonebooks. Secondly, the
performance of such networks should also be investigated from two different perspectives: (1)
performance of the similarity detecting algorithm and after the similarity resolution the system
should ensure, (2) reliable synchronization between phonebooks and profiles in the system.
Content sharing is a common feature of social networks nowadays. Members are able to
share photos, photo albums or even videos with their friends. In case of mobile related social
networks, mobile phones are involved as individual entities, but how can we involve them into
content sharing efficiently if the goal is also to decrease the load of the server? One of the most
efficient content sharing solutions nowadays is BitTorrent. In [47] the authors have
investigated that the efficiency of BitTorrent can be increased, if it utilizes social relationships.
It was also shown, that smartphones can participate in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks like
Gnutella or BitTorrent [48]. However these solutions do not consider feature phones. The term
of feature phone is applied for any mobile phone that is not a smartphone or PDA phone. These
devices usually have limited memory capacity, processing power and network capabilities.
As a conclusion, I have defined the following open problems:

How does the exact structure of mobile related social networks look like, what
edge rules should be defined? What are the resource requirements of the user
initiated operations from the perspective of similarities? How to deal with
multiple similarities?

How should the similarity handling and detecting algorithm operate? What is
the accuracy of the algorithm? How can we model efficiency, performance
and resource requirement of this algorithm?

What are the most important characteristics of mobile related social networks,
which properties have influence to the performance and scalability?

How can the expected number of identities be calculated, what is the accuracy
of the model?
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Are feature phones with limited resources able to participate in large peer-topeer networks like BitTorrent? What are the constraints and characteristics of
such solutions?
What changes do we need in the BitTorrent implementation to support feature
phones? What are the characteristics of such solution?
How can we develop an efficient content distribution system for mobile
related social networks? What are the benefits of such solutions?

II. Methodological Summary and Results
The method of my research was determined by the listed open problems. First I
designed a model which describes mobile related social networks. During the design of the
model of MSNS, the objective was to extend the model of the classic SNS. In my model the
structure was considered as a graph, where first I defined the type of nodes. A MSNS graph has
three types of nodes, members, private contacts and customized contacts (special private
contacts, who are in identity relationships with specific members). If a member changes profile
details it will be automatically synchronized with the linked customized contacts in the
phonebooks of the mobile devices. The second objective was to define the type of edges, and
edge rules. These rules also describe similarity links which are discovered by the similarity
detecting algorithm and identity links, which represent accepted and resolved similarities
between members and customized contacts. During the construction of the structure model, a
primary objective was to create a general model, which can be used to analyze MSNSs from
different perspective.
One of the key elements in mobile related social networks is the similarity detecting
and handling algorithm. By using the terms and definitions in the previous model, I created an
algorithm which detects similarities between members and phonebook contacts and also
duplications in phonebooks. For resolving detected similarities, a semi-automatic step is
necessary to avoid inconsistency in phonebooks and in the network.
The previous model and algorithm involved also practical results. An MSNS was
implemented by Nokia Siemens Networks in the Phonebookmark project. There are also other
implementations from other companies, which indicates the importance of this research. An
attached statement to the dissertation confirms my participation in Phonebookmark and other
research projects. Before public introduction, Phonebookmark was available for a group of
users from April to December of 2008. I would like to emphasize that based on feedbacks the
similarity handling operated well in practice. During this period I have collected and measured
different type of anonym data related to the social network behavior. Based on these
measurements I showed that more than 90% of the detected similarities are relevant. The
extended similarity detecting algorithm applies learning methods and learns by evaluating the
decisions of the users. I proved that the learning step requires only constant additional step
during the similarity resolution. The extended algorithm is also able to learn similar terms (e.g.
first names like Joe and Joseph). I showed that the similar term learning increases the hit
relevancy.
In order to keep the network up-to-date the similarity detecting algorithm in MSNSs
runs always in the background to handle all events which can cause similarities. I showed that
this service can be considered as a serving queue. I applied queuing theoretical models to show
the condition of stability and to calculate the expected length of the serving queue [49]. The
results can be used when designing the resource requirements of any MSNS.
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I analyzed the characteristic of MSNSs further. Based on measurements, I showed
that the in- and out- degree of members follow power-law distribution [50,51,52,53,54,55]
which is common in social networks and web graphs [56,57,58,59,60,61]. Besides that the
phonebook sizes follow exponential distribution and the distribution of similarities caused by
the members follows power-law as well. The number of identities is a key value from
scalability point of view in MSNSs. I created a model to calculate the expected number of
identities in the whole network. I verified the model with measurements. I also showed an
upper bound to the total number of identities.
Power-law distributions have infinite variance in general case, which makes harder
to verify the accuracy of the expected value. Based on the previous upper bound constraint, I
created a model which can be used to estimate the variance and thus the accuracy in case of
power-law distributions. The model can be used generally in case of any power-law
distributions with upper bounds.
In mobile related social networks mobile phones are considered as key elements.
BitTorrent is one of the most popular content distribution solutions nowadays and there are
numerous researches related to its performance and efficiency analysis [62, 63]. Therefore I
continued the research by examining how to involve mobile phones in the BitTorrent network.
I analyzed the BitTorrent technology from resource requirements point of view. The
requirements of BitTorrent functionality are related to memory, processing power and
network- and file handling. I have done several measurements ,which prove that feature phones
are able to participate in large BitTorrent networks.
After that I analyzed how it is possible to design an efficient content distribution
solution for mobile related social networks. I analyzed a hybrid architecture which is
applicable in social networks and uses BitTorrent technology. I participated in developing such
architecture with Nokia Research Center at Budapest. During the research I focused on the
efficiency and benefits of the system. I created a model which shows that the load of the social
network can be decreased by applying a BitTorrent based solution for content sharing.
As a practical result of this model I designed and implemented the MobTorrent
software package that was also used by the Swarm architecture. Both of these solutions were
made and designed in cooperation with Budapest and Helsinki Nokia Research Center and
Nokia Siemens Networks. MobTorrent is also an individual full-featured BitTorrent client for
feature phones and works independently from Swarm. The solution was designed by applying
software engineering methods, in mobile environment with wireless technology. For the further
reuse of the software, I used design patterns and I demonstrated the portability by applying it
on Android platform. MobTorrent 1.1 was released as an open source project in April of 2009,
so far it was downloaded approximately by 10.000 users. MobTorrent supports auto-update
feature thus the updates are easily available for users. Swarm is a hybrid software architecture
which uses MobTorrent for content sharing. It is applicable in social networks and decreases
the load of the system.
For analyzing the behavior of MobTorrent, I used the Performance Profiler software
package, which was designed for Symbian OS, to measure the hardware and resource
requirements (CPU load, memory and energy needs and download performance) of the
application. I performed the measurements 10 times per each handset with typical user
sessions. I normalized the results by calculating the average of the measurements, omitting the
2-2 extreme values.
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III. Novel Scientific Results
The novel results of the dissertation are divided into three Thesis Groups. The
Thesis Groups consider a mobile related social network with content distribution support and
examine similarity handling, performance, scalability and efficiency. However the result and
the mathematical models of each group can be applied individually. The structure of mobile
related social network utilizes the fact that the phonebook of the mobile phones are also
representing our social relationships. This way the solution brings together online and mobile
communication. The main scientific results cover a detailed model of mobile related social
networks, a learning based similarity handling algorithm, performance and scalability analysis
for designing large networks, general solution to calculate variance of power law distribution
in case of upper bounds and an efficient content distribution solution for mobile phones with
limited resources. In my research I focused on theoretical models, but I also showed how the
results can be used or how they were actually applied in different solutions.
While defining the model of mobile related social networks it was important to
highlight that the main connection point between social networks and mobile phones is the
phonebook of the devices. Therefore in Thesis Group I first I considered social networks as
graphs and I have given a model for mobile related social networks with node types and edge
rules definitions. After that it is necessary to create a mechanism, which automatically
discovers similarities between members of the network and phonebook entries. This Thesis
Group also describes the learning based similarity handling algorithm, which can also deal
with duplications in phonebooks as a side effect. At this section, it is also showed that the
learning methods do not decrease the performance of the solution. Finally, it is shown that the
distribution of phonebook sizes follows exponential and a queuing based analytical model is
given for the performance of the algorithm, which shows the requirement of stability and the
expected length of the similarity processing queue. The results are also verified with
measurements.
The main advantage of mobile related social networks is that they enable to keep
mobile devices always up-to-date with information provided by our contacts. From the model
in Thesis Group I, we can see that the number of identity edges have a great influence to the
global performance of the system, thus the number of these edges are relevant from scalability
and performance point of view. Therefore, Thesis Group II shows that mobile related social
networks extend the general social networks and even shows same characteristics in case of inand out-degree. After that by focusing on scalability and performance, I have given a
measurement method for examining the number of similarities in the networks. The results of
the measurement show, that the distribution of similarities follows power law distribution and
then I have given an analytical model to calculate the expected number of identities in the
network. Following that I have given a general model for calculating the variance of power law
distribution in a special case when upper bound exists. This model shows the accuracy of the
expected number of identities.
Thesis Group III focuses on efficient content distribution considering feature phones
with limited resources. The main characteristics of such devices are limited memory,
processing power and network capabilities. BitTorrent is one of the most efficient content
sharing solution, however applying it to mobile phones raise several interesting questions. In
this research I have given different algorithms and solutions for this issue. For demonstrating
the results, I have designed and implemented a complete software package for feature phones.
With this solution, mobile phones are able to participate in the BitTorrent network as full peers.
I have shown several measurements related to resource requirements (memory requirements,
power consumption, etc.) and performance. It is also shown that the proposed mobile
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BitTorrent engine is applicable to other platforms and is able to adapt to the capabilities of the
mobile device. The measurements are authoritative for any mobile based peer-to-peer
solutions. In the second part of the thesis group, a content distribution architecture is
introduced that is applicable in social networks, decreases the load of the server and supports
feature phones. The Thesis Group proposes a model to show the efficiency of the described
architecture when more users download the same content.
Thesis Group I. Similarity handling in mobile related social networks
Related publications: [3], [7], [9], [10], [15], [19], [21], [30], [31], [33], [37], [41]
I have given a graph model for mobile related social networks with edge rules. I
have described the similarity detecting problem. I have shown the relevant operations which
can arise similarities. I have shown the top number of generated similarities to each
operation. I have given an algorithm for similarity detecting. I have proven that the learning
steps in the algorithm do not increase its running time significantly. I have provided
measurements and knowledge base for the identity conditional probabilities which were
evolved from a 9 months operational period. I have shown an extension to the algorithm for
handling similar terms and I have proven that it increases hit rate and relevancy. I have
proven with measurements that more than 90% of the similarities detected by the algorithm
are relevant. Based on measurements, I have given a model for examining the person
comparisons during member registration. I have given an analytical model for the stability
of the algorithm in case of  Poisson arrival rate of members. I have given an analytical
model to calculate the wait queue length of the algorithm. I have examined the queue length
with measurements, considering different processing rates.
In this Thesis Group, I gave a theoretical basis of analyzing the behavior of mobile
related social networks and similarities. In order to keep the network always up-to-date the
system requires an efficient similarity handling algorithm. The following definitions were used
in this Thesis Group:
1.1 Definition (member): A member is a registered user of the social network. Basically,
members are similar to users of general social networks. They can log into the system, find and
add acquaintances, upload and share information about themselves, write forum or blog entries,
etc. The key difference between members and users of a general social network is that
members can synchronize their phonebooks with the social network. We denote the set of
registered members by UM. |UM| indicates the number of members in the network.
1.2 Definition (private contact): Private contacts correspond to phonebook entries of a
member’s mobile phone. However, these private contacts are not shared between members
others cannot see them in the network. A private contact is saved in the system when a member
synchronizes his or her phonebook with the social network. We denote the set of all private
contacts by UPc.
1.3 Definition (similarity): Similarities indicate that the similarity detecting algorithm found a
member and a private contact similar, but the user has not resolved it yet (accepted or ignored).
The set of ES edges indicate detected similarities between private contacts and members of the
network.
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1.4 Definition (identity): Identities indicate resolved similarities. An identity link shows that a
member is in somebody’s phonebook and it was confirmed by the user. The set of ECcM of
edges represent identities.
1.5 Definition (customized contact): A customized contact is created from a private contact
when a member was found similar to this private contact and the owner member of the private
contact accepted this similarity. The set of customized contacts is denoted by UCc.
1.6 Definition (pure structure): A mobile related social network has a pure structure when
people do not have multiple registrations in the system; a member represents exactly one real
person.
1.7 Definition (owner member): Owner members are related to private contacts or customized
contacts when they are present in the phonebook of the owner member. Following we refer to
this relationship with the Mo index.
1.1 Thesis: I have created a graph structure and edge rules which is able to describe mobile
related social networks.

GMSNS  (U , E ) , where

U  U M  U Pc  U Cc
E  E MM  E MPc  E D  E S  E MoCc  ECcM
E MM  {(u M , u ' M ) : u M , u ' M  U M , u M  u ' M }
E MPc  {(u M , u Pc ) : u M  U M , u Pc  U Pc , u ' M  U M ,
(u ' M , u Pc )  E MPc }
E S  {(u Pc , u M ) : u M  U M , u Pc  U Pc , (u Pc , u M )  E MPc }
E D  {(u Pc , u ' Pc ) : u Pc , u ' Pc  U Pc , u Pc  u ' Pc , u M  U M , ((u Pc , u M ),
(u ' Pc , u M ))  E MPc }
ECcM  {(u Cc , u M ) : u Cc  U Cc , u M  U M , u ' M  U M , u ' M  u M ,
(u M , u ' M )  E MM , (u M , u Cc )  E MoCc}

E MoCc  {(u Mo , u cc ) : u Mo  U M , u Cc  U Cc , u ' M  U M , u ' M  u Mo ,
(u Mo , u ' M )  E MM , (u Mo , u Cc )  ECcM }

(1)

UM and UPC are disjoint sets. Relationships between members are represented by the
edge set EMM and relationships that a private contact belongs to a member are represented by
the edge set EMPc. The set ED of edges indicate detected duplications in phonebooks. EMoCc
edges represent edges between owner members and their customized contacts (these will be
less relevant later).
Customized contacts and identity edges (ECcM) enable to keep the phonebook always up-to-date
with information provided by the members. The number of ECcM edges has a great affect to the
performance of the network.
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1.2 Thesis: I have shown the top number of similarities that can arise by different user
operations. I have proven how many person-to-person compare steps are needed to be executed
for the different operations during the similarity detecting algorithm. I have shown that the
member registration is the most resource intense operation, therefore it can be used as an upper
estimation for the other operations.
Member registration (1)
Maximum brought similarities: |UM|n+min((|UPc|n+1-|UPc|n),|UM|n), where |UPc|n+1-|UPc|n
represents the number of private contacts in the phonebook of the new member.
Required comparison steps: |UPc|n+(|UPc|n+1-|UPc|n)*|UM|n
Adding/modifying a private contact (2)
Maximum brought similarities: 1 in case of pure structure and no duplications
Required comparison steps: |UM|
Editing member profile (3)
Maximum brought similarities: |UM|-1
Required comparison steps: |UPc|-NMPc, where NMPc is the phonebook size of the member who
updated the profile
The operations are described in Thesis 1.3. It can be seen that member registration
is the most resource intense because it brings an entirely new phonebook in the network. The
required comparison steps for each operation are relevant when designing a similarity detecting
algorithm. In order to keep the network in up-to-date state, the algorithm has to find the
similarities quickly and efficiently.
Similarity detecting and handling is a key issue in mobile related social networks.
First the algorithm has to find similar persons then handle them properly. Resolving
similarities automatically is not suggested, since false similarities can cause inconsistency in
phonebooks and in the network. For efficient similarity handling a semi-automatic resolving
step is needed.
1.8 Definition (fresh state): The network is fresh, when all of the similarities and phonebook
entry duplications were detected and resolved and there are only identity links besides general
edges.
1.3 Thesis: I have given a similarity detecting learning algorithm which based on users a
decision modifies the key parameters of the detection. I have proven with measurements that
more than 90% of the detected similarities are accurate.
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Algorithm - Similarity detecting
1:

//
Array
of
members
// already in the network

2:
3:

var members[] = ArrayOfMembers;
// Array of relevant
// similarity events (M)
var matchTermsAllM[] =
ArrayOfRelevantSimEvents;
// (1)
function searchForSimilarities(
newMember) {
foreach(privateContact in
newMember.phonebook) {
searcForSimilaritesToPC(
privateContact);
}
searchForSimilaritiesToM(
newMember);

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

who

10:
members.add(newMember);
11: }
// (2)
12: function searchForSimilaritesToPC(
privateContact) {
13:
foreach(member in members) {
14:
var simProbabilty =
15:
getSimilarityProbabilty(
privateContact,member);
16:
if (simProbability > 0)
17:
// store the similarity
18:
storeSimilarity(
privateContac,member,
simProbabilty);
19:
}
20: }
// (3)

are

21: function searchForSimilaritiesToM(
updatedMember) {
22:
foreach(member in members) {
23:
foreach(privateContact in
member.phonebook) {
24:
var simProbabilty =
25:
getSimilarityProbabilty(
updatedMember,
privateContact);
26:
if (simProbability > 0)
27:
// store the similarity
28:
storeSimilarity(
updatedMember,
29:
privateContact,
simProbabilty);
30:
}
31:
}
32: }
33:
34: function getSimilarityProbabilty(
person1,person2) {
35:
// The array stores the similarity
// events which are true for
36:
// person1 and person2 (H)
37:
var relevantEventsH[] =
new Array();
38:
foreach(M in matchTermsAllM) {
39:
if (checkMatchTerm(
M,person1,person2)
40:
relevantEventsH.add(M);
41:
}
42:
if (relevantEventsH.size>0)
43:
return getSimilarityProbability(
relevantEventsH);
44:
else
45:
return 0;
46: }

The algorithm was used in the Phonebookmark project at Nokia Siemens Networks.
Phonebookmark is a mobile related social network implementation. During 9 months period
more than 90% of the detected similarities were accepted by the members. Following we refer
to this rate as Pr=0.9.
1.4 Thesis: I have shown that learning methods in the algorithm of Thesis 1.3 increase the
execution time only with constant.
For the similarity detecting in mobile related social networks, I considered person
profiles as structures. The attributes of this structure are available in mobile phonebooks. I
defined the following relevant events:
• M1: they have the same first name and last name,
• M2: they have the same private phone number,
• M3: they have the same public phone number (fax, office number, etc.),
• M4: they have the same e-mail address,
• M5: they have the same birth day.
Let M={M1,M2,M3,M4,M5}. I refer to the event of identity (accepted similarity) as
I. Based on the frequency of the events in the past, for each subset H  M, the algorithm
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maintains the conditional probability Pr[I|H], i.e. the conditional probability that the similarity
becomes accepted if the set of events H occurs. For each subset H  M, Pr[I|H] can be
calculated as follows:

n IH
n
Pr[I  H ] U M  1U M
Pr[I | H ] 

 IH
nH
Pr[H ]
nH
U M  1U M

(2)

nIH is the number of cases where the events of H occur and the similarity has been
accepted and nH is the number of all cases where the events of H occur. When users are using
the system actively these values can be updated dynamically based on users decisions. If a user
accepts a similarity where the events of H occur, then Pr[I|H] is modified to:

Pr[I | H ] 

n IH  1
nH  1

(3)

However if the user ignores the similarity, then Pr[I|H] will be:

Pr[I | H ] 

n IH
nH  1

(4)

The values of Pr[I|H] , H  M, can be maintained very efficiently with O(1) step.
With measurements I have created a starting knowledge base.
H
Pr[I | H]
{M1,M2,M3,M4,M5}
1
{M1,M2,M3,M4}
0.9784
{M1,M3,M4,M5}
0.9897
{M1,M2,M4,M5}
0.9913
…
{M1,M2,M4}
0.9661
{M1,M2,M5}
0.9090
…
{M2}
0.8730
{M1}
0.8794
Conditional probabilities calculated
during the operational period of Phonebookmark
In many cases there are multiple similarities for one member because of the similar
person details. I have shown that an efficient ordering can be created by using these conditional
probabilities.
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1.5 Thesis: I have given an algorithm for handling and learning similar terms which can be
applied in Thesis 1.3. I have proven that the extension increases the hit rate and relevancy of
the detected similarities.
In several cases string comparison is not enough in case of similarity detecting. I
extended the algorithm with which it is able to handle similar terms, e.g. similar names like Joe
and Joseph. The method improves the probability of detecting similarities even if people have
entered names in different ways. When people use the system and accepts a similarity then the
system checks whether the corresponding phonebook contact and the member have the same
first name. If not, an entry is stored in a table indicating that the two names may be similar.
first name 1
Joe
Katharine
Samantha

first name 2
Joseph
Kate
Sam
Similar names table

count
10
7
2

The system also counts how many times these similar but different first names lead
to an accepted similarity (identity). When this reaches a certain limit then the similarity
detection algorithm will consider these first names identical. Extending the previous algorithm
with similar term handling does not increase the running time significantly.
Algorithm – Learning and handling similar terms

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function storeSimilarity (
person1,person2,simProbability) {
foreach(term in person1 and person2) {
if (term in possibleSimilarTerms and
person1.term==person2.term) {
// stores or updates the counter of the similarity term
storeOrUpdateSimilarityTerm(person1.term,person2.term);
// get the counter for the similarity term
var simTermCounter = getSimTermCounter(person1.term,person2.term);
if (simTermCounter >= KSimilarityToIdentityLimit)
// adds a new match term to matchTermsAllM
addMatchTermToM(new MatchTerm(person1.term,person2.term));
}
}
// save the similarity in DB
saveSimilarity(person1,person2,simProbability);
}

With this extension, the similarity detecting algorithm is able to find more
similarities and can increase their relevancy.
1.6 Thesis: I have given a model for estimating the queue length of the similarity detecting
algorithm, assuming  Poisson distribution for registration and stable queue. I have shown the
condition of stability.
First, I have examined the distribution of phonebook sizes. Based on that, I have
created a model for similarity comparison, considering member registration. I have shown that
the probability variable follows exponential distribution.
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Distribution of phonebook sizes
Consider XPc as a random probability value for phonebook size. I have made
measurements in Phonebookmark and according to these data XPc follows exponential
distribution with 0.0047 parameter. By calculating with this value, C=E[XPc]=212. By
applying Thesis 1.2 the required comparison steps for member registration can be modeled
with: X  Pc  C  U  X  U  U  (C  X ) ~ 2C U .
M

Pc

M

M

Pc

M

I have considered a person-person comparison step as time unit. Based on the previous results,
the condition of stability considering arrival and processing rates is:



1
2C  U M

(5)

The expected length of the comparison queue is:
N 

(6)


1

2C  U M

Based on this model, the resource requirement of the similarity detecting can be calculated in
real environment, considering the speed of the processing unit(s).
I have done several measurements, where the queue length was examined with different
processing rates.

Queue length and normalized queue length with 2C|UM| and 2.5C|UM| processing rates
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For the measurements, I have used the Phonebookmark database. It can be seen how the queue
length can be decreased when the processing rate increases.
Thesis Group II. Scalability in mobile related social networks
Related publications: [8], [20], [22], [27], [29], [34], [35], [36], [38]
I have shown with measurements that the defined mobile related social network
have same characteristics as general social networks in case of in- and out-degree
distribution. I have defined the ideal state of mobile related social networks. I have given a
measurement algorithm for measuring the number of similarities caused by each member.
With this method, I have shown that the distribution of similarities follows power law. I have
shown that the number of identities has great influence to the performance of the network. I
have given a model to calculate the total number of identities based on the network
parameters. I have given a general mathematical model to calculate the variance of power
law distributions which have upper bounds. By applying this model, I have proven the
accuracy of the identity calculation model.
Thesis Group I introduced mobile related social networks. Such networks have great
advantages compared to general social networks. Thesis Group I showed the similarity issue
and proposed an algorithm for dealing with similarities. However, after resolving such
similarities and the network is in fresh state the identity links (ECcM) are the key in order to
keep the network and phonebooks up-to-date with information provided by the members. The
scalability and performance of the system depends on the number of ECcM edges since this
indicates how many synchronization steps are needed when a member changes her or his
profile.
In order to analyze mobile related social networks, I have examined the
Phonebookmark database to identify the main characteristics of the system. I have shown with
measurements that the in- and out-degrees of mobile related social networks follow power law
distribution. This indicates that such networks and the examined dataset of Phonebookmark
have common characteristics to general social networks, where this type of distribution can be
observed in many cases.
The in- (out-) degree of a member is the number of edges to (from) other members
in the network. The distributions of in- and out-degrees are important to understand the basic
structure of the network. An X random probability value has a power law distribution, when on
a log-log plot of Pr[ X  x] , also known as the complementary cumulative distribution
function, asymptotically the behavior will be a straight line. This provides a simple empirical
test for whether a random variable has a power law given an appropriate sample. In this case
the gradient of the log-log function is the parameter of the given power law distribution:

ln(Pr[ X  x])   ln( x)  ln(c)

(7)
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I have shown with measurements this distribution in case of in- and out degrees in
Phonebookmark.

Distribution of in- and out degrees with logarithmic binning
The slope of the lines corresponds to the exponent of the power law distribution.
The exponent we obtain is =1.2897 in case of in-degree and =1.2593 in case of out-degree.
Nazir et al. [57] showed that the in-and out-degree distribution of the interaction graph of the
studied Myspace applications also follows such distributions, which shows that mobile related
social networks have similar characteristics to general social networks.
2.1 Thesis I have given a general measurement algorithm for measuring the number of
similarities caused by each member. With this algorithm, I have shown that the distribution of
similarities raised by members follows power law with 1.276 exponent.
Algorithm – Measure the similarities raised by members

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function calculateSimilarities () {
foreach(member in allMember) {
// delete all detected similarities and identities related to this member
deleteSimilaritiesAndIdentities(member);
// search for similarities
searchForSimilarities(member);
// get and print the number of similarities caused by this member
var simNum = getSimilarityNum(member);
print(simNum);
}
}

The measurement shows the complementary cumulative distribution function of the
number of similarities. The x-axis is the number of similarities and the y-axis means how many
people arises at least that amount of similarities.
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Distribution of similarities raised by members with logarithmic binning
According to this measurement the distribution of similarities raised by members
can be well approximated with:

Pr[ X  x] ~ x 1.276

(8)

The evidence that the distribution of the similarities follows a power law has
practical consequences. The expected number of users involving at least a certain number of
similarities x can be estimated by U Pr[ X  x] ~ U x 1.276 . It worth to note that
M

M

(according to Thesis 1.6) the tail of the distribution of phonebooks decreases exponentially and
very large phonebooks are very unlikely. But a new member can cause a much higher number
of similarities than the size of his or her phonebook, since he or she can appear in the
phonebooks of many other members.
2.2 Thesis I have created an analytical model which can be used to calculate the total number
of identities in the network. I have confirmed the model with measurements. This model can be
used to design the scalability of mobile related social networks.
I have modeled the number of similarities generated during a member registration
with a random probability variable X. I have shown that the expected value of X (E[X]) can be
calculated with:

E[ X ] 

 ( ) .
 (  1)

(9)

(.) denotes the Riemann Zeta function. For >1,

 ()/ 

() is a finite

constant.
Based on these results I have shown that the expected total number of identities (NI)
in a mobile related social network can be calculated with the following formula:

NI  UM

 ( )
P.
 (  1) R

(10)
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Registration is only by invitation, the invited person presents in the inviter
phonebook, therefore at least one similarity arises during registration. I have shown that in
Phonebookmark, for =1.276, the model resulted 1103 identities and the result of the
measurement was 1088.
Power law distribution has infinite variance, which prevents to apply central
probability theorems. However, in some cases the probability value has upper bound. In the
next Thesis I show how to estimate the variance in this case which I used to prove the accuracy
of the model for NI.
2.3 Thesis I have proven that in case when X is a random probability value with

Pr[ X  x] ~ cx   power law distribution ( 2 <   3,     1 ), where x  n
Pr[X  x]  0 otherwise, the variance can be estimated with  2 X  n3  .
2.3.1 Lemma

  3 ),

(2 <

 X  n
2

3 

where

In case of

Pr[ X  x] ~ cx  

xn

Pr[X  x]  0

and

 and n is the upper bound.

For the proof I used the Steiner formula, where

and

power law distribution

otherwise, the variance is

 2 X  E[ X 2 ]  ( E[ X ]) 2 . E[X]

2

was showed in Thesis 2.3, thus I have to calculate the E[X ], where I used the n upper bound.

E[X 2 ]  x 1 x 2 cx   cx 1 x 2 ,
n

c

n

(11)

1
n

x



x 1

According to this I have shown that:

1  z  1z  3
3
2X  
n  (1)  O n
c z2 





1

z  2 2 

(12)
2.3.2 Lemma

(2 <

  3 ),

 X  n
2

3 

where

In case of

Pr[ X  x] ~ cx 

xn

Pr[X  x]  0

and

 and n is the upper bound.

power law distribution

otherwise, the variance is





By applying 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 Lemmata, I have proven that  2 X   n 3  .
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2.4 Thesis I have proven that considering Sn=X1+…+Xn random probability value, the
probability of Pr [Sn  cn] decreases exponentially when the c number increases, where Sn
is the total number of identities in the system, n is the number of members and  is the
expected number of similarities related to a member.
2.4.1 Lemma In this lemma I have proven that the

Zn 

S n  n probability value
 n

follows standard normal distribution ( Z n  N (0,1) ).
2.4.2 Lemma In this lemma I have proven that:

Pr [Sn  cn] 

1
e
2

 

 c 1n 2 1 




2

2

(13)

By applying 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 Lemmata, I have proven that:
2

 

 1  c  1n 2 1  
 , 
 
2
2 
 


 
1 
(14)
Pr[S n  cn ] 
2

This Thesis proves the accuracy of the similarity model in Thesis 2.2, thus it can be used to
calculate the expected number of identities in the network, which is important from scalability
point of view and for designing the resource requirements of the network.

Thesis Group III. Efficient content sharing in mobile environment, considering
social networks
Related publications: [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [11], [12], [13], [14], [16], [17], [18],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [28], [32], [39], [40], [42]
I have shown the limited capabilities and key characteristics of feature phones in
case of peer-to-peer technologies. I have demonstrated the limitations with measurements. I
have given an algorithm for the BitTorrent technology and the peer-wire protocol for mobile
devices. I have shown that the algorithms handle the limitations of the devices properly. I
have designed and implemented MobTorrent software package for feature phones. I have
shown the efficient operation with measurements. I have proposed a model to estimate the
average energy requirement of the download. I have shown that memory consumption and
energy requirement is low and remains on a relatively constant level. I have shown that the
designed general mobile BitTorrent engine is applicable also on other mobile platforms. I
have described a peer-to-peer based content distribution architecture for mobile related
social networks. I have defined protocol overhead of the hybrid peer-to-peer content
distribution architecture compared to a general client-server architecture. I have created an
analytical model to calculate the cost of content distribution, considering lower share rate
for mobile devices. I have proven that the relative cost of the hybrid architecture decreases
significantly when the seed ratio increases.
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Feature phones are considered as simple mobile phones with limited memory size
and processing power. These devices usually have a maximum 1 or 2 MB large heap size.
During my research I focused on Nokia S40 platform, however the issues can also be observed
on other similar platforms. When bringing new technologies, such as peer-to-peer technology
to feature phones, it should be examined whether it is able to run on the limited resources
(CPU, memory, file system, battery power) of the target devices well.
BitTorrent is one of the most popular content sharing solutions, therefore it is very
important to examine whether it is applicable on mobile phones.
3.1 Thesis I have given an algorithm for the BitTorrent technology on feature
phones. I have shown that the algorithm considers the network handling limitations of the
feature phones.
I have shown with a series of measurements, that feature phones usually support
only 9 parallel network connections.
Algorithm – Mobile BitTorrent network handling

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

// Maximum number of TCP connections on the mobile
const KMaxConnNum=9;
// Current number of established TCP connections
var currentConnNum=0;
// Maximum paralell TCP initiate connections
const KMaxParalellStartConnNum=1;
// Current paralell TCP initiate connections
var currentParalellStartConnNum=0;
// Determines whether the torrent is downloaded
var isTorrentDownloaded=false;
function startDownloadProcess() {
while !isTorrentDownloaded do
if
currentConnNum
<
KMaxConnNum
and
currentParalellStart-ConnNum
KMaxParalellStartConnNum then {
currentParalellStartConnNum++;
new Thread()(startConnection(getPeerAddress())).start();
}
}

<

function startConnection(peerAddress) {
// blocks until connection is established
socket=openSocket(peerAddress);
currentParalellStartConnNum=currentParalellStartConnNum-1;
if socket!=null then
new Thread()(startPeerWireConnection(socket)).start();
currentConnNum++;
}

3.2 Thesis I have given an algorithm for extending the BitTorrent peer-wire
protocol for feature phones. I have shown that the algorithm considers the processing power
and file handling issues.
I have shown with measurement series on different devices, that writing and
especially reading from the file system is very slow compared to personal computers. The
reason is the lack of the file seek mechanism.
In order to analyze the behavior of the BitTorrent technology in mobile
environment, I have implemented the MobTorrent software package in Java ME. MobTorrent
is a full featured BitTorrent client which is compatible with any BitTorrent networks.
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MobTorrent proves that feature phones are able to connect to such large peer-to-peer networks
as BitTorrent. I made MobTorrent publicly available as an open source project. The more than
10.000 downloads make it possible to conduct further measurements to analyze the behavior of
mobile phones as members in a large peer-to-peer network. I would like to emphasize that
based on feedbacks, MobTorrent operates well in real environments. The described
measurements are authoritative for any mobile based peer-to-peer solutions.
I have created a portable BitTorrent engine for MobTorrent, that is able to adapt to
the capabilities of the platform. MobTorrent is basically a reference implementation for peerto-peer technologies on feature phones.
The BitTorrent engine enables to set the number of parallel connections, upload
channels and parallel piece requests. By adjusting the parameters, it is able to run faster on
advanced mobile platforms. I have demonstrated the portability of the engine by applying it on
Android platform.
3.3 Thesis I have given an analytical model for calculating the average energy
requirement of the download. To support the model, I have done measurement series related to
download performance, memory requirement and energy consumption of MobTorrent.

Download speed and memory consumption of MobTorrent
The download speed plot (fdown(t)) is typical in BitTorrent because the piece arrival
from peers is not continuous. I have made several measurements on different devices, which
proved the reliable operation and stable download and upload capability.
Memory usage plot shows that starting the application requires 2-3 MB, this is the
amount of memory what Symbian allocates when starts a Java application. After that during
the download the small peaks show the periodical memory allocation of Symbian, it allocates
periodically a specific amount of memory and later free it when it is not needed. A small
decrease at around 300 sec shows when the download finishes.
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Power consumption of MobTorrent
Power consumption plot (fpower(t)) shows that during the download the consumption
level is around 1.25 W. At the beginning the higher peak indicates when the screen backlight is
on. After the 300 sec we can see that basically the consumption is zero. It also indicates that
MobTorrent does not use unnecessary energy if it does not download or upload.
The required power for downloading CS (in kB) amount of data can be calculated
easily with (DA=50 kB/s is the measured average download speed and PA=1.25 W is the
measured average power consumption):

P

DA
 CS
PA

(16)

The proposed measurements are authoritative to any mobile peer-to-peer solutions
in the future.
Content sharing is a common service in social networks. For example, consider a
solution where it is possible to share complete albums or even videos between friends and they
can download these to their mobile devices. This way when content is being downloaded by
several users, it can overload the server and decrease the performance and response time of the
major functions like similarity detecting and synchronizing.
The key idea behind applying BitTorrent technology in social networks to decrease
the load to the server is that the social network server can operate as the BitTorrent tracker and
also as a so-called backup seed. I refer to this as hybrid content sharing architecture.
3.1 Definition (Hybrid protocol overhead): The protocol overhead of the hybrid
content sharing solution (OHhybrid) is the sum of the following overhead elements divided by
the content size.
Torrent file overhead: To download content first a torrent file must be downloaded. This
overhead is the size of the torrent file and the HTTP header size for that.
Peer handshake overhead: BitTorrent handshake length is 69 bytes, which occurs when peers
are connecting to each other.
Piece exchange overhead: Each content piece exchange in BitTorrent has 9 bytes of overhead.
The upper estimation for the overhead is altogether the content length / piece size * (9+n*5)
bytes, where n is the maximum number of connections supported by the mobile device,
because each piece download should be reported to the connected peers.
Announcement overhead: Peers periodically asks tracker for list of peers via HTTP.
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3.2 Definition (HTTP overhead): The protocol overhead of client-server based
HTTP download (OHcs) is the http header size divided by the content size.
3.4 Thesis I have given an analytical model for calculating the cost of content
sharing in client-server and hybrid content sharing architectures, considering lower share ratio
for mobile devices. I have proven that the relative cost of the hybrid solution decreases when
the seed ratio increases. I have also proven that the relative cost is even lower when the content
size increases.
The formulas for cost calculation:

CCS  Ccont  Ccont  OHCS  Cmgmt

Chybrid  Ccont  1  S   Ccont  OH hybrid  Cmgmt ,

(15)

The relative cost is calculated as:

C rel  C hybrid / CCS 

1  S  OH

hybrid



1  OH CS   

, 

C mgmt

(16)

C cont

Ccont is the content size, Cmgmt is the management cost related to the social network (e.g.
authentication) and S=SPC+SM, where SPC is the seed ratio of PCs and SM is the seed ratio of
mobile devices. Usually SPC is much higher than SM. The value of S is between zero and one:
zero means everybody downloads from the central server and one means everybody downloads
from elsewhere.
Of course the relative cost could be a bit higher than one if there are no seeds at all
(nobody has downloaded and shared the content yet), because of higher overhead of
BitTorrent, but it decreases significantly later.
If the size of the content is higher (e.g. distributing complete photo albums or even
large videos), the relative cost gets lower.
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Relative cost of content sharing in hybrid architecture with different content sizes
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IV. Practical Application of the Scientific
Results
It can be seen that my Theses are built on each other, and they make it possible to
design and operate mobile based social networks with content sharing support, considering
performance, scalability and other characteristics. They also show how to operate efficient
content sharing on feature phones with limited resources. However, the results of the individual
Theses can be applied also at different problems in the field of social networks and content
sharing. The similarity detecting and handling algorithm and the analytical model related to
power law distribution is applicable in similar social networks while the BitTorrent based
hybrid content distribution model and solution can be used at other practical situations e.g.
distributing software updates on mobile phones.
The concept of mobile related social networks in Thesis Group I was actually
applied in the Phonebookmark project at Nokia Siemens Networks. The model of the network
can be also used for other structural examination of mobile based social networks. The
similarity detecting algorithm was used also in Phonebookmark, where more than 90% of the
detected similarities were accepted by the users. Among others I have implemented the
similarity handling in the system. The similarity handling algorithm and the learning methods
with the similar term handling is applicable for other structure based similarity detection
problems. The requirement of stability is also applicable in case of similar conditions.
The measured power-law distribution of similarities and the analytical model for
calculating the total number of identities in Thesis Group II is an important general measure of
social networks which have the same the similarity issue. Power-law distributions have infinite
variance but in several cases the probability value has a relevant upper bound. The proposed
model to calculate the variance in this case is applicable in general probability theorems and
practically in any case of power law distribution where the upper bound is considered
reasonable.
Thesis Group III examines peer-to-peer based content sharing on feature phones. I
have given an algorithm for BitTorrent implementation in mobile environment. In order to
demonstrate the results, I have implemented the MobTorrent software package, which was
introduced in Thesis Group III. MobTorrent is also a proof of concept that feature phones with
limited capabilities are able to join to the large BitTorrent network. MobTorrent was supported
as a peer-to-peer research project by Helsinki and Budapest Nokia Research Center. The 1.1
version was published as an open source project in April of 2009 and currently there are
around 10.000 downloads. The second part of the Thesis Group examines a content sharing
architecture that is applicable in social networks and decreases the load of the server. I took
part in the implementation of this architecture at Nokia Research Center and later at Nokia
Siemens Networks. Since mobile phones are key elements in mobile related social networks, in
my research I focused on involving them in the content distribution as well. This BitTorrent
based hybrid solutions can be applied in several situations in social networks, e.g. distributing
videos or whole photo albums between friends.
I would like to emphasize that, the practical results of my dissertation, namely the
similarity handling in Phonebookmark and the MobTorrent software package, were applied in
practice and they are also unique proof of concepts in their fields. Based on feedbacks, they
also operated well in real environment.
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